
Source Control

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

None

GitHub

Plan and begin migration to GitHub

Place your source code in GitHub

Continue using GitHub

Keep your full history in Azure DevOps for reference. 

Creating new project repositories in GitHub will 
reduce the cost of rework.

For full benefits of GitHub use seamless workflows, 
advanced security, and Codespaces.
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Planning and Tracking

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

GitHub

Use Azure Boards with GitHub for planning at scale.

Use GitHub Issues and Projects for basic Kanban-style 
planning.



Use Discussions in GitHub to organize conversations 
into a threaded format.


With GitHub Discussions, you can bring the 
Discussions into Azure Boards through API.

Best suited for small teams.

None

Both

GitHub: for small team development utilizing Scrum, 
loose tracking of non-development work, full open 
source and community supported projects, and source 
code in GitHub. 



Azure Boards: to implement and support Portfolios 
and agile at scale, including: nested backlogs, deep 
workflow analytics, non-development product 
planning, cross team cadence, resource capacity 
tracking, or enterprise level reporting. 


Link work items with commits in GitHub directly to 
Azure Boards and track those changes within the state 
of the work items themselves. 


Consider the scale of your development before 
choosing the tool.

For full visibility into the CI/CD pipeline, use the 
following combinations:

  •	Azure Boards, Azure Repos, and Azure Pipelines, or

  •	GitHub Issues, GitHub Repos and Azure Pipelines 
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Service Features Availability

GitHub Enterprise Cloud (GHEC) 

Enterprise Managed Users (EMU) 

 Fully GitHub-managed SaaS solution
 Runs on the same infrastructure as GitHub.
 GHEC will provide the same enterprise security 

management, auditing, and compliance as Azure 
DevOps. 

 Has the scalability and reliability of GHEC
 Provides administrative tools to manage users and 

code in the cloud.
 Uses existing Azure Active Directory or other 

 Identify Provider for IAM.

Only available only in US datacenters.  

Included in GitHub Enterprise Cloud.  

GitHub Enterprise Server (GHES) 

GitHub AE (GHAE)

 Scalable solution installed in self-hosted cloud 
infrastructure

 Also available for federal and heavily regulated 
organizations

 Offers controllable scaling, monitoring, and support 
for very large user bases.  

 The most secure and compliant cloud offering of 
GitHub Enterprise.  

 Full support for Azure Government clouds and 
integration with Azure management utilities.


For enterprise organizations hosting their own data.  

For organizations with requirements for GDPR, 
advanced security configuration, data governance, 
and backup and private encryption.  

Considerations:

  Do you have data localization requirements? 


  Do you have regulatory requirements? 


  Is your software development work open source or private in nature?  


  What Identity Provider do you use? 

  Do you have contractual or regulatory requirements to host your data internally? 


  Are you building a new repository or migrating existing code? 


  How many users do you currently have? 


  Do you have an existing agreement with Microsoft that has available MSDN or Visual Studio licenses? 

Cloud and On-premises Deployments
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Testing

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

GitHub

Use Azure Test Plans in conjunction with Azure Boards 
for manual testing features.

Use Azure Test Plans in conjunction with Azure Boards 
for manual testing features.

Azure Test Plans are accessible in-browser and linked 
to test cases, user stories, and automated test suites.

Microsoft is working on the testing functionality for 
GitHub. 
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Measures and Analytics

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

Both

GitHub

Use Azure Analytics, Dashboards, Widgets, ODATA 
feeds to Power BI or direct SQL exported data views in 
3rd party tools. 

Combine the tools for the deepest look at the 
performance of your teams and the efficiency of your 
process workflows.

Use GitHub Insights. Available for GitHub Enterprise Server (GHES) with 
support for repo and organization insights.
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Azure DevOps or GitHub:  
Which one is right  
for your organization?
A brief guide to making the most  
of your DevOps capabilities.

Next steps 
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Using Azure DevOps today? 

Looking to adopt GitHub? 

Start migrating to GitHub Integrate Azure DevOps and 
GitHub 

Transform your organization with 
DevOps 

Consider adopting GitHub on a  
project-by-project basis where it  
meets your needs. 

Identify key projects to begin your 
migration. Start small, then scale up. 

Contact us at  for a 
free 2-hour consultation and get a 
customized roadmap and 
recommendations.

info@predicagroup

Migrate your version control repositories 
from your existing source code control 
management (SCCM) solution to GitHub. 


Begin with a Proof of Concept focused 
on a single project, then scale up.  

Move from closing user stories to 
delivering value while reducing 
unnecessary overhead.  



Bring together your DevOps lessons into 
a single DevOps Center of Excellence, to 
maintain consistency and best practices 
in every development process. 

Leverage the power of Azure DevOps 
and GitHub together to use the best that 
both platforms have to offer.  



This stage is recommended for existing 
Azure DevOps users or enterprise 
organizations using a heavy framework 
such as SAFe.

predicagroup.com

Packages

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

None

GitHub

Use Azure Artifacts for granular permissions control, 
auditing, and anonymous access.

Use Azure Artifacts if you have strict compliance 
requirements.



For better UX, use GitHub Packages.


Use GitHub Packages for GHEC if you are using GitHub 
Repos for an integrated experience.
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CI/CD Pipelines

Current tool Recommendation Notes

Azure DevOps

GitHub

Use Azure Pipelines with integration to GitHub if you 
need to deploy at scale.

Use GitHub Actions for CI/CD to take advantage of 
flexibility and custom solutions.

Use GitHub Actions for CI/CD to take advantage of 
flexibility and custom solutions.

Enforce security, compliance, and deployment best 
practices with fine-grain permissions, templates, 
approvals, gates, and custom checks.

Use a single interface and gain time to market 
improvements by using the growing list of prebuilt 
actions.

None
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